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Abstract
Objective.Dose-surfacemaps (DSMs) provide spatial representations of the radiation dose to organ
surfaces during radiotherapy and are a valuable tool for identifying dose deposition patterns that are
predictive of radiation toxicities. Over the years,many differentDSMcalculation approaches have
been introduced and used in dose-outcome studies. However, little consideration has been given to
how these calculation approachesmay be impacting the reproducibility of studies in thefield.
Therefore, we conducted an investigation to determine the level of equivalence ofDSMs calculated
with different approaches and their subsequent impact on study results.Approach.Rectum and
bladderDSMswere calculated for 20 prostate radiotherapy patients using combinations of themost
common slice orientation and spacing styles in the literature. Equivalence of differently calculated
DSMswas evaluated using pixel-wise comparisons andDSM features (rectumonly). Finally,mock
cohort comparison studies were conductedwithDSMs calculated using each approach to determine
the level of dosimetric study reproducibility between calculation approaches.Main results.We found
that rectumDSMs calculated using the planar and non-coplanar orientation styles were non-
equivalent in the posterior rectal region and that equivalence ofDSMs calculatedwith different slice
spacing styles was conditional on the choice of inter-slice distance used. DSM features were highly
sensitive to choice of slice orientation style andDSM sampling resolution. Finally, while general result
trendswere consistent between the comparison studies performed using differentDSMs, statisitically
significant subregions and features could vary greatly in position andmagnitude. Significance.We
have determined thatDSMs calculatedwith different calculation approaches are frequently non-
equivalent and can lead to differing conclusions between studies performed using the same dataset.
We recommend that theDSM research community work to establish consensus calculation
approaches to ensure reproducibility within thefield.

1. Introduction

Proper understanding of the dose-outcome responses of normal tissues is essential in order to be able to design
radiotherapy treatment plans thatminimize the likelihood of radiation toxicity. Traditionally, dose–volume
histograms (DVHs) have been the primary tool used to derive dose-outcome relationships and dosimetric
constraints for organs at risk (OARs) in radiotherapy research studies. These constraintsmay end up used in
clinical practice to guide and evaluate the quality of individual treatment plans (Emami et al 1991, Bentzen et al
2010). However, DVH-based dose-outcomemodels lack spatial information and assumeOARs have
homogenous radiation sensitivities, potentiallymasking the existence of important radiosensitive subregions
(Jaffray et al 2010, Acosta et al 2013). Therefore, for certainOARs, alternative dose-outcome analysis tools are of
interest to the radiation oncology community.
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One alternative to theDVH that preserves spatial information is the dose-surfacemap (DSM): a 2D
projection of the dose to an organʼs 3D surface. DSMs havemainly been used to study dose to the rectum and
bladder (Buettner et al 2009, Palorini et al 2016, Shelley et al 2017), though several studies have also been
published for other hollow organs such as the vagina, esophagus, duodenum, and heart (Witztum et al 2016,
McWilliam et al 2020, Serban et al 2021). To date, DSMs have been used to identify spatial dose features and
organ subregions predictive of early and late toxicities. In some cases, DSMs have been shown to bemore
predictive of radiation toxicities thanDVHs (Buettner et al 2011, Acosta et al 2013, Palorini et al 2016,Mylona
et al 2020).

Although promising as a dosimetric tool, it is important to note that the publishedmethods of calculation
and analysis ofDSMs aremuchmore diverse than is the case forDVHs.While nearly all DSMs are created by (1)
defining slices of the organ of interest, (2) defining points around the surface of each slice to sample dose at, and
(3) cutting open and unfurling the surface to create a 2Ddosemap, individual DSM implementationsmay use
different approaches for each step. For instance, theDSM slicesmay all be oriented parallel to those of the
treatment planning image (planar slicing) (Buettner et al 2009,Moulton et al 2017, Shelley et al 2017) or
individually angled such that each slice is orthogonal to the organʼs central axis path (non-coplanar slicing)
(Heemsbergen et al 2005,Wortel et al 2015). Slicesmay also be separated using a set spacing for all patients (fixed
spacing) (Palorini et al 2016), or with different spacing for each patient to ensure all DSMs contain the same
number of slices (scaled spacing) (Buettner et al 2009,Mylona et al 2020). Analysis techniques are similarly
diverse, with different groups comparingDSMs either in a pixel-wisemanner or based on features. This diversity
of calculation and analysis approaches canmake it difficult to compare results between research studies andmay
be impacting the reproducibility of results in thefield.

To date, the onlyDSM-based toxicitymetrics that have been reproduced in the literature have been for late
rectal bleeding (Buettner et al 2009,Heemsbergen et al 2020, Shelley et al 2020) and late bladder dysuria (Yahya
et al 2017,Mylona et al 2020), despitemany unconfirmed reports of other predictivemetrics. Although cohort
effectsmay play a role in the lack of reproducibility across studies, it is possible that variations inDSM
calculation approachesmay also be responsible. Determining the influence of calculation approaches onDSM-
based findings is important, not only to help facilitate the consolidation offindings acrossDSM studies tofirmly
establish spatially-informed dosimetric constraints, but also to determine howdependent the clinical validity of
these constraints is on the level of concordance between theDSMcalculation approaches used in the clinic and
in the research that was used to derive the constraints in the first place.With this inmind, the purpose of the
present studywas to determine the impact ofDSMcalculation approach onDSM topography and analysis for
bladder and rectum structures. Specifically, we aimed to determine if:

(1) Choice of slice orientation style has a statistically significant effect on DSM topography and features
(rectumonly);

(2) Choice of slice spacing style has a statistically significant effect on DSM topography and features (rectum
and bladder);

(3) The results and conclusions of a DSM-based cohort study are dependent on the DSM calculation approach
used for analysis (rectum and bladder).

2.Methods

2.1. Patient cohort
To evaluate the effect ofDSMcalculationmethodology onDSM topology, our analyzes for aims#1 and#2
were conducted at a population level, using a benchmark cohort of patients (to represent a retrospective research
study), and at an individual representative patient level (to represent a single clinical case). The treatment plans
of 20moderate-risk prostate cancer patients treated at our centre between 2016 and 2017were used as our
retrospective patient cohort. One patient from the cohort with a rectumofmedian lengthwas chosen as the
representative patient. SimulationCT images, acquired on a Philips Big Bore CT scanner using a 3.0 mmslice
thickness, were contoured according to RTOGguidelines for themale pelvis (Gay et al 2012). All patients were
prescribed 60 Gy in 20 fractions to the prostate CTV alone, plus 7.0 mm isotropic PTVmargins, using a two-arc
VMATapproach. Plans were generated in the Eclipse treatment planning system (VarianMedical Systems, Palo
Alto, CA) using previously-published treatment-planning constraints (BarbosaNeto et al 2015).

In order to facilitate the investigation of aim#3, a second comparison cohort was artificially created by
calculating new dose distributions for each patient using smaller, 5.0 mm isotropic PTVmargins. This yielded a
paired cohort with predictable dose distribution differences from the benchmark cohort, whichmake it easier to
assess how the comparison of two cohorts is affected byDSMcalculation approach.
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2.2.DSMcalculationworkflow
As stated in the introduction, the two aspects ofDSMcalculation approach examined in this studywere choice of
slice orientation (planar or non-coplanar) and choice of slice spacing (scaled orfixed). RectumDSMswere
calculated using all four possible combinations of these aspects (figure 1(a)), whereas bladderDSMswere
calculatedwith planar slice orientation only and the two different slice spacing approaches (figure 1(b)). This
allowed us to reproduce the breadth of calculation approaches present in currentDSM literature. All DSM
calculations were performed using rtdsm, a recently-developed open-source Python package forDSM
calculation and analysis (Patrick andKildea 2022). rtdsm can calculate planar or non-coplanarDSMs using the
standard RT-Structure andRT-Dosefiles from aDICOM-RT-compliant radiotherapy treatment planning
system as input. In this work, voxel resolutions for thesefiles were 1× 1× 3mm3 and 2.5mm3 isotropic,
respectively. For the calculation offixed-spacingDSMs, a slice separation of 3.0mm (CT slice thickness)was
used, whereas scaled-spacingDSMsfixed the total number of slices to themedian number of CT slices (nslices)
the organ spanned for all patients in the cohort (nslices= 35 for rectum, nslices= 25 for bladder).When unfurling
the surface doses to form theDSMs, rectumDSMswere cut open on the posterior side, and bladderDSMs on the
anterior. These cut locations are typical inDSM research as they allow for the anticipated dose hotspots of these
organs to be centered in theirDSMs (figure 1(c)). All DSMs used a sampling resolution of 45 equiangular points
per slice.

Figure 1.Visualization of all DSMcalculation approaches and comparisons used in thiswork for (a) rectumand (b) bladder structures.
Individual comparisons are indicatedwith capital letters and colors that are consistent across all figures in this article. Examples of
typical bladder and rectumDSMs andhow to interpret them are shown in (c).
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2.3.DSManalysis technique
The averageDSMof the benchmark cohort and the representative patientʼsDSM for each calculation approach
were calculated and compared between approaches. To enable direct visual comparison of the effects ofDSM
calculation approach, dose differencemaps (DDMs)were calculated for each comparison shown infigure 1 by
subtracting the comparatorDSMs. Because theDSMs in the benchmark cohort did not all contain the same
number of slices when usingfixed slicing, the averageDSMs andDDMs in the population-level comparisons
were truncated to the height of the shortest DSM in the cohort. Differences betweenDSMs owing to the different
calculation approaches were quantified in twoways: (1) using pixel-wise comparisons throughmultiple
comparisons permutation (MCP) testing, which is a commonly-usedmethod to compare dosemaps, and (2)
using feature-based comparisons, as is popular for rectumDSMs. This dual analysis was performed in order to
makefindings easily translatable to the existing body of literature.

Pixel-wise comparison has been used in both bladder and rectumDSMresearch to identify subregions of
either organwhere statistically-meaningful differences in dose exist between two cohorts.While pixel-wise DSM
comparisons are possible with pixel-wise t-tests and can be used to identify general areas where dose differences
exist, it is good practice to apply a correction formultiple comparisons, such aswithMCP testing, to reduce
sensitivity to false positives (Chen et al 2013). The standardMCP test determines the similarity of two unpaired
image-type datasets of the same anatomy and identifies pixels that vary significantly between the datasets while
accounting for pixel-wise variance. As the datasets in our studywere paired, we developed a paired
implementation of theMCP test bymodifying the permutation process to keep the labels of data pairs linked.
Full details are provided in Supplement A.

Feature-based comparison is an analysis technique used to identify statistically-meaningful differences in
isodose cluster characteristics that was developed for rectumDSMs (Buettner et al 2009,Moulton et al 2017).
Features are derived by first creating amask of a cluster of pixels for a given dose level and then extracting size,
position, and shapemetrics from either themask itself or from an ellipse fitted to it, as initially performed by
Buettner et al (2009). For this study, we opted to calculate the fivemost common features that have been
reported in the literature: cluster area, cluster lateral and longitudinal extent, and ellipse lateral and longitudinal
extent (figure 2) for four dose levels: 15, 35, 45, and 55 Gy. These dose levels were selected as they covered the full
dose range of our data, and theymatched the dose levels of toxicity-predictive features reported in other 2 Gy-
per-fraction (or equivalent) studies (Buettner et al 2009,Moulton et al 2017,Onjukka et al 2019). Once
calculated, we compared features between the cohorts usingWilcoxon signed-rank testing.

Statistical significance for both types of analysis was defined as p� 0.05. A Bonferroni correction of 4.0 was
appliedwhen comparing pairs of rectumDSM features to reduce false positives. In addition to comparingDSMs
between calculation approaches for the same cohort, the analysis was also employed to compare averageDSMs
between the benchmark cohort and the artificially-generated comparison cohort (7.0 mmversus 5.0 mmPTV
margins, respectively) for each of theDSMcalculation approaches investigated. For each calculation approach,
the averageDSMs of the two cohorts were compared to assess howDSMcalculation approach affects the ability
to examine dosimetric differences between distinct cohorts.

Figure 2.Visualization of theDSM features used in this work, calculated as originally defined in the literature (Buettner et al 2009,
Moulton et al 2017). As is convention, each feature is reported as a percentage of either the total area or total dimensional extent
(lateral or longitudinal) of theDSMused to calculate it.
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3. Results

3.1. Influence of calculation approach on pixel-wise comparisons
3.1.1. Aim 1: influence of slice orientation style
Side-by-side comparisons of the average rectumDSMs of the benchmark cohort produced using non-coplanar
and planar slicing are shown in thefirst two rows offigure 3.Differences in the shapes of the 35, 45 and 55 Gy
isodose clusters are visually observable between the two slice orientation styles (first column compared to second
column), illustrating the influence of slice angling onDSMs.When scaled spacing is used (i.e. constant number
of slices, rowA, purple), the twoDSMstyles disagree significantly on dose to the posterior-inferior wall as shown
in the correspondingDDMs and p-valuemaps. Similarly, significant disagreement is also observedwhen using
fixed spacing (rowB,magenta), only this time it occurs over amuch larger area of the superior-posterior wall. In
both cases, as indicated by theDDMs, the regions of significant disagreement appear to be caused by the non-
coplanarDSMsmeasuring higher doses than their planar counterparts.

Similar patterns of disagreement are observable in theDSMs of the representative patient (figure 4) and
provide further insight into probable underlying causes. There is a clear fundamental difference in the shape of
themoderate (35Gy) and high dose (55Gy) regions between the non-coplanar and planar slicingmethods (first
column compared to second column infigures 3 and 4), which is likely related to slice angling andmay explain
the inferior differences. However, in the case of fixed spacing, an additional factor is introduced: difference in
DSM length (i.e. number of slices) between the non-coplanar and planar calculationmethods. The longer
sampling path of the non-coplanarmethod requiresmore slices than the planar, stretching out theDSMand
effectively desynchronizing information between the two styles themore superior in theDSMwe go from the
common inferior-most starting point. Thismay explain the difference between the non-coplanar and planar
DSMs at the superior endwhen fixed spacing is used.

Figure 3.Quantitative comparisons ofDSMcalculation approaches for rectum (colored boxes) and bladder (black box) structures.
Each comparison is indicated as a row or columnwith its letter label and arrow from figure 1, and a correspondingly colored box. Each
comparison box contains: the cohort-meanDSMs of the two approaches being compared, their DDM, and themap of significantly
different pixels between the two as determined byMCP testing. Allmaps are shown in units of Gy except for theMCP test resultmaps,
which show p-values. Blank areas are due to truncating to the height of the shortest DSMand no calculations aremade in these areas.
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3.1.2. Aim 2: influence of slice spacing style
Comparisons of rectumDSMs createdwithfixed and scaled spacing are presented in columnsC (orange) andD
(yellow) offigure 3, as well as for the representative patient infigure 4. CorrespondingDDMs (scaledminus
fixed) and p-valuemaps are found in the rows beneath. Overall, slice spacing style hasmuch less of an effect on
rectumDSM topography than slice orientation style as evidenced by the lack of significant regions in the p-value
maps. For the non-coplanarDSMs (columnC, orange), theDDMsuggests a shift or rescaling of theDSM
topography in the superior-inferior direction between the two spacing styles. This rescaling effect is also visible
in non-coplanar scaled-minus-fixedDDMof the representative patient (figure 4(C)), which also clearly
demonstrates howfixed slice spacing requiresmore slices to represent the entire rectum.Despite this clearly
introducing a desynchronization effect, similar to that between non-coplanar and planar fixed spacingDSMs,
significant disagreement is only found for two small patches of the superior rectum. PlanarDSMs are even less
affected by choice of slice spacing style, as no significant sites of disagreement were observed between the planar
scaled and planar fixedDSMs.Wenote that, based on theDDMsof the representative patient, this resultmay
have occurred due to our choice to use an nslices value for scaledDSMs that equaled the number of slices in our
median rectum, causing themedian effective slice distance to be approximately equal to the fixedDSM spacing
(3mm).

In the case of bladderDSMs, those createdwith scaled spacing contain noticeablymore slices than those
createdwith fixed spacing (figures 3 and 4, box E), which can be attributed to the need to truncate thefixed
spacingDSMs to the height of the shortest bladder in the cohort. Nevertheless, while theDDMsuggests slice
desynchronization akin to the rectumDSMs, no significant disagreement was observed between the twoDSM

Figure 4.Comparisons ofDSMcalculation approaches for rectum (colored boxes) and bladder (black box) structures for our
representative patient. Each comparison is indicatedwith its respective label, arrow, and colored box and includes the individual
DSMs calculated by each approach alongwith their DDM.Allmaps are in units of Gy and truncated to the height of the shorterDSM
where required.
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slice spacing approaches across the slices they had in common.Once again, this ismost likely attributed to our
choice of nslices for scaled spacing being similar to the number of slices required to construct afixed spacingDSM
for the average patient.

3.2. Influence of calculation approach onDSM features (aims 1 and 2)
DSM features were calculated and compared for rectumDSMs for all four calculation approaches, and the
results for the 15 and 55 Gy clusters are shown infigure 5 (figures of the 35 and 45 Gy clusters, and the
representative patient are available in supplement B). Features differ between calculation approaches,
particularly between the planar (yellow) and non-coplanar (magenta) slicing styles. Longitudinal features are
generally larger for planarDSMs at higher dose levels (figures 5(c), (e)), consistent with the pixel-wise findings
when comparing planar and non-coplanarmeanDSMs (figure 3), whereas they are larger for non-coplanar
DSMs at the 15 Gy isodose level. Interestingly, this trend of features being larger for non-coplanarDSMs at low
doses also extends to ellipse lateral extent (figure 5(d)), potentially as a consequence of how ellipses werefitted to
larger clusters.While pixel-wise comparisons ofmeanDSM isodose regions do not suggest particularly notable
differences in lateral spans between slice orientation approaches (figure 3), it is possible that choice of slice
orientation approach subtly influences the shape of the clusters and fitted ellipses used in feature-based analysis.

While scaled and fixedDSM features are generally inmore agreementwith one another for a given slice
orientation style, disagreements do occur for certain area and ellipse-based features (figures 5(a), (d), (e)). This is
somewhat unexpected asDSM features are conventionally reported as percentages and thereby should not
disagree significantly whenDSMs are only effectively rescaled. As the primary difference between our scaled and
fixedDSMswas longitudinal sampling resolution (fixed: 3 mm, scaled: variable per patient), these resultsmay
indicate thatDSM featuresmay not be stable between different sampling resolutions.

3.3. Influence of calculation approach on the conclusions of a cohort comparison (aim 3)
Rectumand bladder doses were compared between the benchmark cohort with 7.0 mmmargins and the
comparison cohort with 5.0 mmmargins usingDSMs calculatedwith all calculation approach variants, and the
consistency of the results was assessed across approaches. As designed, the cohorts were found to be statistically
dissimilar fromone another when using all styles ofDSMs.However, these dissimilarities varied in their
magnitude and spatial localization according to theDSMcalculation style used.

For rectumDSMs, the higher dose ring present in all DDMs (7.0 mmminus 5.0 mmmargins) changed in
both shape andmagnitude depending on calculation approach (figures 6(a)–(h)).MCP testing p-valuemaps also
indicated that the locations of statistically significant subregions (SSRs) depended onDSM type (figure 6(a)).
RectumDSM features were relatively consistent between calculation approaches (figure 57), with all four styles
ofDSMgenerally agreeing onwhether or not a feature differed significantly between the two cohorts. However,
featuremagnitudes did differ between approaches, especially for the longitudinal features. For example, the
mean difference in the 15 Gy cluster longitudinal extent for planar scaledDSMswas notably different in
magnitude from the otherDSMapproaches (figure 7(c)). Similarly, therewas reduced consistency in ellipse
longitudinal extentmean differences betweenDSMcalculation approaches at the 55 Gy dose level (figure 7(e)).

BladderDSM findings weremuch less consistent betweenDSM styles when the two artificially different
cohorts were compared. DDMs show cold spots in the fixed spacing comparison that are not present in the
scaled spacing comparison (figures 6(i)-(l)).WhileMCP testing does identify significantly differing pixels in the
right and left inferior bladder for bothDSM styles, the size and shape of these regions are different for the two
calculation approaches. Tests conductedwith the fixed-spacing dataset also failed to identify the SSR found by
the scaled-spacing dataset in the superior bladder, likely a product ofDSM truncation (figures 6(j), (l)).

4.Discussion

DSMcalculation approaches are diverse and can differ considerably between research groups. Although all DSM
research studies share the same general goal of identifying dosimetric spatial factors that are predictive of
radiation toxicities, little to nowork has been done to assess the reproducibility of these spatial factors between
differentDSMcalculation approaches. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first quantitative
investigation of analysis sensitivity toDSMcalculation approach.We have identified that significant
disagreement betweenDSMs can occurwhen different calculation approaches are used. In the discussion of our
findings below,we refer tofigures 8 and 9, inwhichwe have attempted to graphically illustrate the influences of
theDSMcalculation approaches we examined in this work.
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4.1. Aim1: Equivalence of planar and non-coplanarDSMs
Although they have existed side-by-side in the literature for nearly two decades, we found that rectumDSMs
calculated using planar and non-coplanar slicing approaches are non-equivalent in two specific regions.
Namely, the inferior–posterior wall when using scaled slice spacing and the superior-posterior wall when using

Figure 5.MeanDSM feature values (and standard uncertainty of themean) from the four rectumDSMcalculation approaches. In
order, they are (a) cluster area, (b) cluster lateral extent, (c) cluster longitudinal extent, (d) ellipse lateral extent, and (e) ellipse
longitudinal extent. Significantly different pairs of features are indicatedwith a bracket and an asterisk. Figures of the other dose levels
are provided in the supplementalmaterial.
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fixed spacing (figure 3). These non-equivalent regions stem fromdifferences in sampling point locations
introduced by the slicingmethods themselves, causing the same slice to sample dose in different locations
between the two approaches (as illustrated infigures 8(a)–(b)).

An ideal DSMcalculation techniquewould yield themost easily interpretable representation of dose to an
organ’s surface. Themost intuitive representation of a rectum’s surface is a cylinder sampled at regular grid
intervals that is then bent tomatch the rectum’s shape. Non-coplanar sampling attempts to recreate this,

Figure 6.DDMs (left) andmaps of significantly different pixels (right) between the benchmark and comparison cohorts for each of the
DSMcalculation approaches tested for the rectum (a)–(h) and bladder (i)–(l). ‘P’ refers to planar slice orientations and ‘NP’ to non-
coplanar. DDMs are in units of Gy.
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estimatingwhere these grid intervals lie and producing a surfacemap that represents the rectumdeformed back
to a basic cylindric representation. Planar sampling however, simply assumes the rectum is a cylinder, regardless
of hownon-linear its path is.While this assumptionmay hold for very straight tubular organs, ourfindings
demonstrate it does not for rectums. Consequently, surface doses presented by planarDSMswill increasingly
distort relative to our intuitive spatial understanding of the rectum’s surface the less linear a rectum’s path is. For

Figure 7.Mean differences inDSM feature values between the benchmark and comparison cohorts for each of the four rectumDSM
calculation approaches. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals and statistically significant differences between the cohorts are
indicatedwith asterisks.
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this reason, we recommend the use of non-coplanarDSM slicing approaches where possible and to be aware and
investigate the influence of the planar approach onDSM topology before proceeding otherwise.

4.2. Aim2: Equivalence of scaled andfixed slice spacingDSMs
In our testing, we found that scaled and fixed slice spacing approaches were roughly equivalent to one another
for our chosen comparison scenarios, wherein the fixed andmedian effective scaled slice spacings were both
approximately equal to 3 mm.As some evidence of slice desynchingwas still observed between spacing
approaches (figures 3(C), (E)), we suspected that these resultsmay be conditional on our choice ofmatching slice

Figure 8.Examples of how the choice ofDSMcalculation approach influences the slices of the rectum (and subsequent appearance of
theDSM) of the representative patient. Subfigures cover each comparisonmade in this work. The 15, 35, and 55 Gy isodose regions
are included as purple, pink, and yellow overlays, respectively, for dosimetric context. Additionally, for visual clarity, only every fourth
slice is shown.Dashed lines are used to represent every 12th slice tomake visual comparisons of relative slice positions between slicing
styles easier.
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spacing distances and could change if we used a different combination (figures 8(c)–(d)). To demonstrate the
possible influence of this,figure 9 showswhat the results of a comparison offixed bladderDSMs (with a spacing
of 3mm) versus scaled bladderDSMswith 5 additional slices (meaning amedian effective slice spacing 2.5 mm
instead of 3mm)would be. As shown, when effective slice spacing resolutions are not equal slice desynching is
much greater, causing theDSMs to bemore dissimilar. Based on this apparent sensitivity, wewould heavily
advise against direct comparisons ofDSMs that use different slice spacing resolutions and encourage relative,
scaled comparisons instead.Wewould also like to further stress the importance of using scaledDSMswhen
workingwith organs that exhibit significantfluctuations in size in the superior-inferior dimension such as the
bladder.When fixed spacingDSMs are created for these organs, dose to the superior-most region of smaller
structures is compared to dose to central regions of larger ones (as can be noted by the degree of bladderDSM
truncation infigures 3 and 9). In general, we recommend fixedDSMs should be avoided unless (1) superior-
inferior spans are consistent across a structure’s population and (2) there is an explicit need to study spatial dose
in absolute distance (e.g. dose to interior-most 3 cm).

4.3. Aim3:DSMFeature robustness againDSMcalculationmethod
Rectal DSM features were originally designed for planarDSMs and their specific patterns of dose topography
(Buettner et al 2009). As such, it is not surprising that features calculated fromnon-coplanarDSMs are non-
equivalent to their planar counterparts (figure 5). Due to their sampling approach, non-coplanarDSMs have
smaller high dose isodose clusters and less elliptical low dose isodose clusters (figure 4), impacting the
calculation of ellipse-based features. For these reasons, we recommend thatDSM features continue to be
calculated fromplanarDSMs only to facilitate feature-specific reproducibility. However, slice spacing approach
must also be considered.We observed significant differences between features calculatedwith fixed and scaled
slice spacing approaches, suggesting a possible resolution effect as well. This is concerning, asDSM resolution is
one of themost variable factors between studies. Fromwhat we have observed in the literature, reported
resolutions vary from21× 21 to 200× 200 pixels (Buettner et al 2009,Onjukka et al 2019) and can be achieved
through either direct sampling (Palorini et al 2016, Shelley et al 2017) or interpolationmethods (Casares-Magaz
et al 2017,Moulton et al 2017,Heemsbergen et al 2020), whichmay introduce their own effects. Currently there
is little to no discussion onwhat the optimal resolution for aDSM is or how it should be determined, thoughwe
expect it to be likely related to the resolution of the voxels of theCT image andRT-dose grid used to create the
DSM. Because of this, we strongly recommend that new feature-based studies chooseDSM sampling resolutions

Figure 9. (a)Comparison of scaled bladderDSMs calculatedwith 30 scaled spacing slices (median 2.5mm) andfixed slice spacing
DSMs.MeanDSMs are shown for both approaches alongwith their DDMand p-valuemap. (b)Visual demonstration of the slice
desynching that occurs between scaled and planar bladderDSMs.Only every 4th slice is shown for visual clarity, with every 12th slice
represented with dashed lines.
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that are consistent with the previous studies they plan to compare to until a DSM resolution standard is
established.

4.4. Relation to current state of reproducibility in the literature
Todate, few studies in theDSM literature have agreed onwhatDSM information is predictive of radiation
toxicities.Most discussions focusmore on general trends that persist across studies, such as increased dose to the
posterior rectum (Wortel et al 2015,Moulton et al 2017) and the bladder trigone (Palorini et al 2016) causing
increasing toxicity risk, and usually point to cohort effects to explain differences (Mylona et al 2020).While the
impacts of cohort, fractionation scheme, and analysis techniques on reproducibility cannot be discounted, our
findings highlight that is also important to considerDSMcalculation approaches when trying to understand the
similarities (or dissimilarities) between published results.

Reproduced rectal DSM-toxicity results exist only for rectal bleeding and are limited to the 51 Gy cluster area
(Buettner et al 2009,Moulton et al 2017), the 40–60 Gy lateral ellipse extents (Buettner et al 2009, Shelley et al
2017), and dose to the inferior quarter of the rectum (Moulton et al 2017,Heemsbergen et al 2020, Shelley et al
2020). Corroborated feature results were all obtained using planarDSMswith resolutions between 21× 21 and
51× 45 pixels, whereas papers using higher resolutionDSMs (�200× 200) reported no reproduced features
(Casares-Magaz et al 2017, Onjukka et al 2019). It is alsoworthwhile to note that the reproduced rectal bleeding
SSRwas located inferiorly, where slice desynching effects are expected to beminimal between the two different
slice orientation styles used by these authors (planar and non-coplanar). In contrast, other non-reproduced
SSRs, like those for proctitis (Wortel et al 2015,Moulton et al 2017, Shelley et al 2020) and incontinence
(Onjukka et al 2019,Heemsbergen et al 2020, Shelley et al 2020), were distributed in different locations in the
superior half of the rectum,whichwe have observed to bemore prone to slice desynching between calculation
methods (figure 8).

BladderDSMSSR reproducibility has been limited to dose to the inferior-anterior bladder being predictive
of late dysuria and is the subject of a study byMylona et al (2020). Once again, we note that this SSR is located in
the inferior organ, wherewewould expect the least discordance betweenMylonaʼs planar scaled slice spacing
DSMs and the planar fixed slice spacingDSMs of other published studies (Palorini et al 2016, Yahya et al 2017).
However, wewould also like to highlight the two SSRsMylona found for acute and late retention. Thesewere
located in the superior half of the bladder, in the region ofmore significant slice desynching and above the level
at which thefixed slice spacingDSMcohorts of the other studies truncated themaximumextent of their
bladders. This truncation handicapped the comparability of these studies and is a noteworthy example of why
consensusDSMcalculation approaches are needed.

Although variations inDSMcalculationmethodology can help explain the state of reproducibility in our
field, we recognize other factors do need to be considered as well. In addition to commonly discussed cohort or
analysis differences, it is worth noting the role that different outcome reportingmetricsmay play. Choice of
toxicity scoring instrument also varies greatly between studies (e.g. CTCAE,UCLA-QoL, IPSS, custompatient-
reported outcomemeasures, (Improta et al 2016,Moulton et al 2017,Heemsbergen et al 2020)), as do the
timepoints at which outcomes are collected, especially for late effects (first timepoint range: 3–27months,
(Casares-Magaz et al 2017,Moulton et al 2017)). Considering that toxicity scoring concordance has been shown
to be limited between observers and scoring instruments (Denis et al 2003, Atkinson et al 2016), further
investigations into their effect are warranted.

5. Conclusion

Wehave determined that different DSMcalculation approaches produce non-equivalentDSMs that can impact
the conclusions of a given study. This has the potential to limit clinical translation ofDSM-based research unless
measures are taken. Ideally, the community should establish standardizedmethodologies to calculateDSMs for
each organ of interest, and at aminimumbetter awareness ofDSMnon-equivalencies is needed.While further
discussionswithin the community are required to establish any sort of consensus, wewish to present the
following recommendations for consideration:

(1) A planar scaled slice spacing approach should be used to calculate DSMs of sphere-like organs. This is
especially true for organs, such as the bladder, that exhibit significant isotropic volume changes between
subjects, as the scaling ensures the same anatomical regions are represented by the sameDSMslices.

(2) Non-coplanar slicing should be used for tubular organswith significant curvatures.This includes organs
like the rectum andduodenumwhere planar slicing cannot accurately account for the organʼs trajectory.
Scaled slice spacing should be used unless sufficient use-case-specific justification forfixed spacing is given.
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(3) The planar slicing approach is acceptable for straight tubular organs or organs with curvature in
specific use cases.These include the esophagus or spinal cord, or rectumDSMs in the context of feature-
based analysis.

(4) Consensus calculation approaches should be developed for each organ by the DSM research
community.While some approachesmay bemore straightforward to decide, such as for the bladder,
discussions will be necessary for organswithmore complex geometries like the rectum.

(5) Data sharing should be encouraged within the community to better evaluate study reproducibility
between differentDSMcode implementations.This could be facilitated through either the sharing of
anonymizedDICOM files, or arrays of surface vertices and dosematrices.

(6) Open-source DSM calculation codes should be encouraged. This can be facilitated by code-sharing sites
such asGithub.TheDSMcalculation code, rtdsm, is an example.
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